Formerly Neopost
• Over the years, our solutions
have evolved far beyond the
realm of physical mail
• We reached a milestone where
our previous name no longer
represented the capabilities
and direction of our company
• Welcome to our next chapter
as Quadient

LOCAL PARTNER

EXPERTISE

200+ U.S. locations
providing unmatched
accessibility and
responsiveness

8B interactions
facilitated
annually

GLOBAL REACH
5,600 employees
in 32 countries

EXPERIENCE
Market-leading
technology for 95 years

BACKED BY
THE EXPERTS
Gartner, Forrester
and Aspire

800K customers
across 90 countries

PROVEN RESULTS
96% customer
satisfaction rate
$1.2B in sales, 44%
from N. America

Mail & Parcels in the Digital Age
Technology and market forces are driving more
diversity in customer communications, and
there’s no escaping the impacts of e-commerce.
Today, Quadient is at the evolutionary forefront,
helping organizations adapt and thrive.

Because Connections Matter

How Mail & Parcel Management is Changing

Physical mail is
gradually declining

e-Delivery is
steadily growing

Packages are coming &
going at record levels

Rates & regulations
are more burdensome

Customers expect convenience, speed, simplicity and the peace of mind that their personal information is secure.

How Quadient Can Help

In-House
Physical Mail

Outsourced
Physical Mail

Digital/
e-Delivery

Create, assemble and send mail
pieces with maximum operational
efficiency and integrity at the
lowest possible cost

Shift all or some of your print
and mail jobs to our secure
document factory where we
do all of the work for you

Allow your customers to choose
paper or paperless and route
documents via physical or digital
delivery based on their preferences

How Quadient Can Help

Inbound Parcels

Outbound Parcels

• Record the arrival, movement and
delivery of packages at your facility
with paperless tracking systems

• Streamline shipping and expense tracking
in the mail center using a multi-carrier
platform with automated service shopping

• Employ parcel lockers to provide a
modern, convenient solution for
self-service package retrieval

• Extend that same technology to other
employees anywhere in your facility so
they can ship smarter

Tailored Solutions with Real Results
With every solution we design, maximizing the impact to your business in 4 key areas is our #1 objective:

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
Improve acquisition, satisfaction
and retention

RISK MITIGATION
Enhance security and
regulation compliance

REVENUE GROWTH

Increase sales, market
share and profit

EXPENSE CONTROL
Maximize employee
productivity and
reduce costs

Engagement Process
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What you can expect
We explore your document, mail and package
processes, pinpoint opportunities for optimization
together, prioritize what’s most important to you,
and prescribe full, but right-fit solutions backed by
quantified and realistic business results.
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Present business case
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Align recommendations with your business goals
and provide industry leading process benchmarks
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Engage customer success team
to manage implementation

Identify and collectively
measure gaps

Analyze current workflows

Discerning Organizations Choose Quadient

